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Living Well Without Dialysis
Why Conservative Kidney Management?

Dr. Sara Davison
• Professor of Medicine
• University of Alberta
• Director, Kidney Supportive 

Care Research Group 

Dr. Clare Gibson
• BSc, PhD
• Filmmaker, Allegorical 

Alchemy

Alberta Kidney Days 2018, CKM Stream   

• Understand the rationale for Conservative Kidney 
Management (CKM) and the philosophy of care

• Recognize the significance of providing patients with modality 
options that include conservative management through the 
lens of patient stories

Objectives
At the end of the session, participants will be able to:
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. . .  By Clare Gibson

The burden of dialysis for some outweighs the benefits and 
there are those that may do particularly poorly on dialysis. 

Substantial cognitive dysfunction: 
>55 yrs (neuropsychiatric testing)

• 36% moderate impairment 

• 37% severe impairment 

Poor functional status: > 11% 
dialysis patients require assistance 
with basic ADLs

• > 50% of patients > 75 yrs
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Unadjusted Survival Probabilities (%) for 
Patients Starting Dialysis

Age 1 year 2 years 3 years 5 years 10 years

40 - 49 89.6 81.6 73.5 61.9 37.7

50 - 59 86.2 75.9 65.4 49.5 21.8

60 - 64 83.0 69.6 58.3 38.1 12.3

65 - 69 79.1 63.1 50.8 30.7 6.4

70 - 79 71.2 53.5 39.0 20.2 2.7

80+ 60.5 40.8 25.7 9.6 0.9

USRDS 2016

Age alone is not consistently an independent predictor 
of outcomes

Twice as likely to 
die in hospital v. 
home or hospice
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The elderly are a a heterogeneous group and rigorous evidence 
has not been synthesized to understand fully the benefits of 
dialysis in these “older” patients

 Geriatric syndromes and multimorbidity are common 

 Cognitive & functional impairment and multimorbidity - associated with 
poor health outcomes

Symptom burden 

 Similar between CKM and dialysis

 Can be treated successfully with supportive care

 Often deteriorates only in last 1-3 months of life

Survival advantage for dialyzed elderly patients is lost in patients 
with high comorbidity scores
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Choosing CKM does NOT mean imminent death. 
This is not usually a decision about “life v. death” 
but rather how they wish to live their life

Dialysis
(n = 52)

CKM
(n = 77)

All patients

1 year survival 84% 68% 74%

2 year survival 76% 47% 58%

Patients > 75 years, eGFR < 15 ml/min
CKM patients were older: 83.0 v. 79.6 years 

Murtagh FE et al. NDT 2007. 22:1955-1962
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“Comprehensive conservative care” is planned holistic 
patient-centered care for patients with G5 CKD - includes: 

Shared decision-making

Delay progression of kidney disease & minimize complications

Detailed communication including advance care planning

Symptom management

Psychological support

Social and family support

Cultural and spiritual domains of care

Does not include dialysis

Conservative Kidney Management (CKM) is an alternative 
treatment option to dialysis or transplant

The guiding principle in CKM is that all investigations and management 

are aligned with the patient’s preferences, goals & disease 
trajectory
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Patients are not fully informed of treatment options 

• 67% felt that they had been given no choice               
about starting dialysis

Patients distressed over unexpected burdens              
of dialysis

• 70% reported that the risks and burdens of dialysis had 
not been discussed prior to starting dialysis

Only 1 patient/99 recalled the option for CKM being 
discussed

Ladin NDT 2016; NDT 2013; Davison CJASN 2010

Treatment poorly aligned with patients preferences, 
values and prognosis

“My doctor told me that 
I had to do dialysis.”

The Kidney Supportive Care Research Group in partnership 
with the Northern Alberta Renal program and the Kidney 
Health Strategic Clinical Network . . . 

• Develop, implement & 
evaluate a CKM pathway for 
ESRD patients unlikely to 
benefit from dialysis

• Overall Goal: provide 
sustainable, high-quality, 
evidence-based care for 
patients unlikely to benefit 
from dialysis in a 
coordinated, standardized 
and equitable manner across 
Alberta. 
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“The good physician treats the disease. The great physician 
treats the patient who has the disease.” -Sir William Osler 


